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U.S. offers India armed version of Guardian drone
18 Jul 2018
Mike Stone, Reuters, United Kingdom
The United States has offered India the armed version of Guardian drones that were 
originally authorized for sale as unarmed for surveillance purposes. If the deal comes to 
fruition, it would be the first time Washington has sold a large armed drone to a country 
outside the NATO alliance.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-airshow-india-drones-exclusiv/exclusive-u-s-offers-
india-armed-version-of-guardian-drone-sources-idUSKBN1K820K 

American UAV in Mirosławiec
4 Jul 2018
Elżbieta Bielecka, Fakty, Poland
On July 4, following the celebrations of  Independence day of USA, American soldiers 
in Mirosławiec presented 2 unmanned aerial vehicles MQ-9 Reaper also called Predator 
2. With a 66 ft (20 m) wingspan and a maximum payload of 3 086 Ib, the MQ-9 can be 
armed with a variety of weaponry, including armor-piercing rounds and laser-guided 
bomb units. The high endurance UAV has a range of 229 mi (1,850 km) and an operational 
altitude of 50,000 ft (15,000 m), which makes it especially useful for long-term loitering 
surveillance.
https://fakty.interia.pl/polska/news-amerykanskie-drony-bojowe-w-miroslawcu,nId,2602580

US began sending drones to Niger early this year
31 Jul 2018
Hélder Gomes, Expresso, Portugal
The United States Africa Command confirmed that the US started sending armed drones 
to Niger early this year. In November 2017 Niamey gave US forces to arm their drones. In 
recent years, the US military presence in the country has significantly grown. According 
to the Associated Press, the drones will be transferred to the air base in Agadèz, near the 
Sahara desert. The $ 110 million project is the largest in terms of troop mobilization in US 
history.
https://expresso.sapo.pt/internacional/2018-07-31-EUA-comecaram-a-enviar-drones-
armados-para-o-Niger-no-inicio-do-ano#gs.lE69VjY

US DRONES CONQUER THE WORLD
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Defense signs for purchase of four Reaper drones
17 Jul 2018
Simone Peek, Nrc, Netherlands
The Dutch Ministry of Defence has signed for the purchase of four MQ-9 Reaper 
drones at Farnborough Airshow in the United Kingdom. The US is expected to deliver 
these unmanned arial vehicles by 2020, for about 179 million euros. They will be used 
to observe and gather intelligence anywhere in the world. Though the drones will be 
delivered unarmed, they can be armed in the future. This would require parliamentary 
approval and new material.
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2018/07/17/defensie-tekent-voor-aankoop-vier-reaper-
drones-a1610330
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Autonomous drones and drones that respond to gestures, the new 
innovations
4 Jul 2018
La Vanguardia, Spain
Waterproof drones, devices controlled with gestures or completely autonomous: these 
are some of the innovations shown at Expodrónica. Among the innovations presented 
this year there is a portable drone detector which identifies aircrafts and their position, as 
well as the trajectory of the flight. This model has been presented by the company China 
DJI, world’s leader in commercial and civilian drone industry, accounting for over the 70 
percent of the world market.
https://www.lavanguardia.com/local/madrid/20180704/45652320029/drones-autonomos-y-
que-responden-a-gestos-novedades-del-sector.html

China is testing pigeon drones
14 Jul 2018
Der Spiegel, Germany
According to the South China Morning Post, China is successfully experimenting a 
new technology which could also be used for military purposes: drones that look like 
pigeons. These drones are very silent and difficult to distinguish among real birds. The 
technology could be used in the military sector – e.g. for border controls – as well as in civil 
protection or urban planning. The drones weigh around 200 grams, have a wingspan of 
50 centimeters and can fly for 30 minutes at 40 km/h. The next generation of false birds 
should be equipped with artificial intelligence.
http://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/netzpolitik/china-testet-offenbar-taeuschend-echt-aussehende-
tauben-drohnen-a-1218448.html

INCONCEIVABLE DRONES
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Stolen sensitive drone files sold on dark web
12 Jul 2018
Bbc, United Kingdom
Sensitive documents about US military drones and manuals describing how to handle 
insurgents have been offered for sale on the dark web. The cache includes maintenance 
guides for MQ-9 Reaper drones and many training manuals for troops deployed outside 
the US. None of the stolen information was classified but much of it was subject to strict 
US government controls designed to limit who could read and use it. Police are now trying 
to track down the hacker who stole the files.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-44807091

Known weakness used to steal confidential documents about the 
Reaper drone
12 Jul 2018
Niels Møller Kjemtrup, Version2, Denmark
A hacker stole confidential documents from the US military by taking advantage of an 
old security weakness. It was discovered by security researchers from Recorded Future, 
who found the documents for sale on a market place on the Dark Web. The hacker gained 
access to a Netgear router with a known security weakness, publicised by Netgear a year 
earlier. The router was used by a Captain of the US army in charge of the maintenance of 
Reaper drones at a Czech military base.
https://www.version2.dk/artikel/kendt-saarbarhed-brugt-at-stjaele-fortrolige-dokumenter-
reaper-droner-1085671

Criminal offered stolen manual of drone to be used by the 
Netherlands
11 Jul 2018
Olaf van Miltenburg, Tweakers, Netherlands
A criminal offered to sell sensitive documents on the MQ-9 Reaper drone on the black 
market. The theft of these documents took place through a security breach in a Netgear 
router. The router was used by the US Aircraft Maintenance United, responsible for the 
maintenance of the MQ-9 Reaper. The documents also included a list of people belonging 
to the unit. Though not specifically secret, this does cover sensitive information which 
might be interesting for other states or parties. The hacker asked for only 200 US dollars.
https://tweakers.net/nieuws/140803/crimineel-bood-gestolen-handleiding-aan-van-door-
nederland-te-gebruiken-drone.html

STOLEN SECRETS
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American drones’ secrets sold on the dark web
16 Jul 2018
Giampaolo Cadalanu, La Repubblica, Italy
The computer of a US Air Force captain computer has been hacked. Among the stolen 
documents were the manuals of the Reaper, the vehicle used by US for targeted killings in 
Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, Somalia and Libya. The documents were then put up 
for sale on the dark web. Hackers have also stolen confidential files on US troops tactics 
for counter-insurgency operation in foreign countries, Abrams army tanks manuals and 
anti-mine techniques.
http://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2018/07/16/news/in_vendita_sul_dark_web_i_segreti_dei_
droni_americani-201894052/
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Israel’s Elbit speeds up race to fly military drones in civil airspace
12 Jul 2018
Tova Cohen, Reuters, United Kingdom
Israeli defense firm Elbit Systems unveiled a 1.6 ton unmanned aircraft vehicle (UAV) 
designed to fly in airspace currently reserved for piloted civilian planes as a race heats 
up to deploy military drones outside combat zones. Israel’s drone exports in 2005-2012 
totaled $4.6 billion. They reached $525 million in 2016, accounting for 7 percent of Israel’s 
defense exports, defense ministry data show.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-aerospace-elbit-systems-drones/israels-elbit-speeds-up-
race-to-fly-military-drones-in-civil-airspace-idUSKBN1K20I2

Satan II and Burevestnik - Russia shows off new weapons after 
Putin’s meeting with Trump
23 Jul 2018
Michael Rathje, Tv2, Denmark
Russia demonstrates new weapons 3 days after a summit in Helsinki, where Putin and 
Trump discussed how to avoid an arms race. The new weapons include atomic missiles 
and underwater drones, which according to Russia will make Nato’s defence systems 
useless. According to Russian propaganda video, the weapons are being tested and are 
soon ready. Amongst them are Poseidon, a nuclear powered under water drone with a 
nuclear warhead. Poseidon can release 130 times the amount of energy as the nuclear 
bombs used in WWII.
http://nyheder.tv2.dk/udland/2018-07-24-satan-ii-og-stormsvalen-rusland-viser-nye-vaaben-
frem-efter-putins-moede-med-trump

Predator, the Slovak kamikaze anti-tanks and anti-infantry´drone is 
behind the door
12 Jul 2018
Jan Grohmann, Armádní Noviny, Czech Republic
Slovak arms factories are developing kamikaze drone Predator AX-1 capable to eliminate 
enemy armored vehicles using classic RPG ammunition or manpower thanks to 
thermobaric grenades. This type of drone falls into “loitering ammunition” category that 
are yet to be integrated into deployment tactics, namely regarding the cooperation with 
other reconnaissance and weapon systems.
http://www.armadninoviny.cz/kamikaze-dron-ze-slovenska.html

Strong defence exports will boost US manufacturing base
23 Jul 2018
Peter Navarro, Financial Times, United Kingdom
The global defence market has evolved over the course of the past decade and prior 
US restrictions on arms transfers, including those regarding drones, have not kept up 

THE DRONE RACE
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with the changing marketplace. That has created opportunities for China and Russia. 
To ensure America’s global leadership Trump is reforming US policies and procedures. 
This policy change has been codified in two strategically integrated reforms: one reform 
updates the US policy on unmanned aerial systems, known as drones. The other better 
aligns conventional arms transfers with US goals. Together, these changes emphasise the 
administration’s enthusiasm for arms exports that are in the interests of national security, 
foreign policy and economic security.
https://www.ft.com/content/57db9114-8c10-11e8-affd-da9960227309

Us air force: Valkyrie drones in flight within the year
13 Jul 2018
Franco Iaach, Il Giornale, Italy
The US air force will start conducting tests with the drone XQ-58A Valkyrie by the end 
of the year. Valkyrie, a combat drone, is relatively cheap and it’s reusable. The XQ-58A 
should be 9.14 meters long with a wingspan of eight meters. The Valkyrie functions as 
wingmen to manned aircraft in combat, but they are the most likely key component of 
the first military unmanned combat swarms. The artificial intelligence behind the robotic 
swarm is called living brain. The swarm drones interact with each other. When they 
recognize each other, they start to aggregate and they continue to fly as one system. 
http://www.ilgiornale.it/news/mondo/usaf-droni-gregari-valkyrie-volo-entro-lanno-1553300.
html

UK trials unmanned systems to supply troops on the front line
19 Jul 2018
David Bond, Financial Times, United Kingdom
An autonomous paraglider invented by a zoology professor who designs drones based on 
animals has been selected for intensive testing by Britain’s armed forces. It’s called Strok 
and it could supply troops on the front line. Its inventors said the paraglider offered the 
military a less fuel intensive option compared with drones that resemble helicopters. Stork 
can carry up to 100kg of supplies, such as water, food and munitions, over a distance of 
100km.
https://www.ft.com/content/fac577a4-8a7c-11e8-bf9e-8771d5404543

Tomorrow’s squadron leaders will be accompanied by drones
5 Jul 2018
The Economist, United Kingdom
Will future combat aircraft need pilots? Removing the pilot, together with the systems 
required for a human being to fly a fighter aircraft and remain alive during the gut-
wrenching manoeuvres this involves, has many advantages. A human being who can 
make decisions will always be needed somewhere in the system: the drones would 
operate autonomously but respond to a pilot’s command. The vision of a team of full-sized 
drones with a single human mind in charge gives the term “squadron leader” a whole new 
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meaning. Such possibilities raise the question of just how far automated operations could 
spread to civil aviation.
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2018/07/05/tomorrows-squadron-
leaders-will-be-accompanied-by-drones
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UK ‘complicit in killing civilians and risks being prosecuted over 
illegal drone operations’
17 Jul 2018
Lizzie Dearden, The Independent, United Kingdom
British military personnel could be prosecuted for killing civilians in drone strikes in 
Iraq and Syria and risk becoming complicit in alleged war crimes committed by the US. 
There would be growing evidence that Britain is taking on military commitments to assist 
allies without parliament’s authorisation. The government has refused to detail its policy 
on targeting or the process of launching drone strikes to parliament. The UK currently 
has a range of small unmanned surveillance aircraft flying alongside a fleet of 10 MQ-9 
Reapers, which are set to be replaced in 2024 with more than 20 Protector drones.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/drone-strikes-uk-us-illegal-civilian-
deaths-war-crimes-dead-appg-report-a8450206.html

Remote mind controlled military drones raise doubts
18 Jul 2018
PCh24, Poland
American agency DARPA undertook a four-year program titled N3 to enhance people 
remote control of machines via brainwaves. Their aim is to bring together human ability 
to adapt and computing capacity of machines. One of the program’s paths incorporates 
the use of chemicals to interact with sensors. Furthermore, a soldier’s body will feel 
every cyber attack. Thus, DRAPA has to comply with health, cybersecurity, and ethical 
requirements, before implementing N3.
https://www.pch24.pl/zdalna-kontrola-robotow-bojowych-przez-fale-mozgowe--rozwiazanie-
budzi-watpliwosci,61682,i.html

Military robots may destabilise the world
21 Jul 2018
Wnp, Poland
Worldwide AI researchers refuse to participate in the development of robots that can 
identify and attack people without human oversight. According to Washington Post, 
among 2.400 signatories to the pledge, there is the co-founder of Skype – Jaan Tallin, AI 
researcher - Stuart Russel and all co-founders of Google DeepMind laboratory. Moreover, 
160 organizations and 90 countries follow the boycott. The Future of Life Institute calls 
governments to outlaw the use of lethal autonomous weapons to avoid the arms race.
https://www.wnp.pl/tech/roboty-bojowe-moga-zdestabilizowac-swiat,327390_1_0_0.html

DRONES ARE DANGEROUS
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The military drone is not normal
13 Jul 2018
Liwwadders, Netherlands
At the Airforce base near Leeuwarden, the MQ-9 Reaper will soon be stationed. It will 
be good for local employment rates, but we still have to think about the disadvantages 
of these drones. The drones are used in clandestine operations, where people are killed 
without proper trial. They have also killed hundreds of possibly innocent people, who 
have been targeted because they fit a certain pattern of life. Let’s not pretend this is 
normal and remain critical. 
http://www.liwwadders.nl/de-militaire-drone-is-niet-gewoon/

Google’s artificial intelligence ethics won’t curb war by algorithm
4 Jul 2018
Phoebe Braithwaite, Wired, United Kingdom
The US government’s policy of using armed drones to hunt its enemies abroad has long 
been controversial. Armies and secret services don’t do this work alone: they rely heavily 
on the research programmes of commercial companies. One of these companies is 
Google. In early June, Google CEO Sundar Pichai published a blog post outlining a new 
code of ethics for the company’s work in AI, following a campaign among company staff 
that saw 12 people resign and more than 3,100 sign an open letter. But key questions about 
the technology industry and the future of war remain unanswered.
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/google-project-maven-drone-warfare-artificial-intelligence
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CDU criticizes Hamburg’s missing drone strategy
30 Jul 2018
Jana Werner, Die Welt, Germany
The Senate is weighing the idea of transforming Hamburg into a drone metropolis: 
“Hamburg is ideally suited to being the global leader on unmanned systems” says CDU 
city parliament member Carsten Ovens. The opposition parties said they would support 
the proposition, but they are criticizing the  majority party for the lack of strategy and 
financing. According to the Federal Association for Unmanned Systems and the Institute 
for Unmanned Systems (IuS), there are around 400,000 drones in Germany. 
https://www.welt.de/regionales/hamburg/article180219664/Unbemannte-Systeme-CDU-
kritisiert-Hamburgs-fehlende-Drohnen-Strategie.html

Drones and prisons: menace from the sky 
4 Jul 2018
Romain Houeix, France24, France
The skies above French prisons are packed with drones. And the authorities are starting 
to worry. Drones spotted flying over a prison near Paris may have been on reconnaissance 
missions to plan the dramatic escape by helicopter of France’s most notorious gangster, 
the authorities suspect. The prison administration is working on a counter-drone system. 
Since early 2017 the French air force has been training anti-drone eagles. The four raptors, 
called D’Artagnan, Aramis, Athos and Porthos, has been trained to intercept the flying 
machines. A similar program was developed by the Dutch in recent years but has been 
interrupted because it was expensive and the birds were difficult to monitor.
http://www.france24.com/fr/20180704-france-prison-drones-armes-justice-redouane-faid-
evasion-helicoptere

Drones against the drones. Special unmanned airplanes to guard 
critical locations
26 Jul 2018
Pražský Deník, Czech Republic
Czech Technical University scientists have developed DeDrone, a technology to protect 
key infrastructure, government buildings and large gatherings of people from unmanned 
aerial vehicles. Using artificial intelligence, the system is able to detect, identify and, if 
needed, knock out a dangerous drone by capturing it in a net or hitting it.
https://prazsky.denik.cz/zpravy_region/drony-proti-dronum-specialni-bezpilotni-letouny-
maji-hlidat-dulezita-mista-20180726.html

OUR DRONE CITIES
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Drones are not part of surveillance 
7 Jul 2018
Bjarke Vestesen, Fyens Stiftstidende, Denmark
A cooperation between the drone center at the University of Southern Denmark and Fyn’s 
police force is to be expanded to other police forces in the country. While drones can be 
seen as a tool for aggressive state surveillance, that is not the point of this cooperation. 
According to the head of the Drone Centre, the aim is to benefit citizens and improve 
security in our society.
https://www.fyens.dk/fyn/Droner-er-ikke-et-led-i-overvaagning/artikel/3268986

Police deployed drones on campers to prevent wildfires
25 Jul 2018
Echo24, Czech Republic
Czech police deploys BRUS hexacopters to monitor hardly accessible natural areas in 
search for illegal camping sites as a measure to prevent wildfires in the period of summer 
heat and drought. Drones appear to be much more cost effective alternative to classic 
aerial monitoring.
https://echo24.cz/a/SpSkf/policie-nasadila-na-taborniky-drony-odhalila-jak-rozdelavaji-
ohen
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